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【Abstract】
Soseki Natsume, Emerson, and Whitman whom this paper takes up are people living at a 

democratic signs term. This paper’s purpose is to clarify the Idea of "self-reliance" which made 
the starting point the transcendendental thought used as the important point of American 
democracy thought received by Soseki via Whitman, and to explore the meaning of 
individualism thought in Soseki.
　The "self" mentioned with the individualism thought of Emerson, Whitman, and Soseki is 
different from modernistic self in Europe, that is a certain kind of oriental-thoughts. It was 
possible to have asserted the democracy which makes individualism the keynote by this 
thought.
　In this paper, that the ideological seaway of Emerson, Whitman, and Soseki was thrown into 
relief, It will become an opportunity for applying light to the process of individualism 
acceptance over American literature and Japanese literature research, and will become a 
cornerstone for positioning the special feature of Soseki's individualism in the history of 
American literature, and mentioning.
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